BRAND
GUIDELINES
FOR CANVAS

BRAND GUIDELINES
HORIZONTAL LOGO/
PRIMARY IDENTITY
The Canvas logo is made up of our red (PMS 179)
and a medium grey (40% black). It should typically be
placed on a light background. This identity orientation
should be used in most instances. The following url
provides a direct link to the logo files.
www.canvaslms.com/downloads/canvas_logos.zip

VERTICAL LOGO/
PRIMARY IDENTITY
The vertical logo should be used when dimensions of
the space in which the logo sits interfere with the
readability of the horizontal logo. Color combinations
and other style rules apply to this version. This identity
orientation is primarily used in social media.
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LOGO
CLEAR SPACE
The Canvas logo should always have breathing room.
Use the height of the logo typography (x, in the
diagram to the right) to determine space required
around it.

ONE COLOR LOGO
When placed on a medium to dark background,
use the white or reversed out version of the logo. If
absolutely necessary, one-color versions of the logo
may be reproduced in black, white, or gray (pick one).
No other colors are allowed. Keep in mind that the
logo must be clear, readable, and show sufficient
contrast. No watermark-like usage.
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LOGO CARE
Our logo is a very valuable asset. To protect the
integrity of our brand please respect these guidelines
when using our logo.

Please do not ...
• Distort the logo by scaling disproportionately.
• Adjust the colors of or add gradients to the logo.
• Change the typeface. Ever.
• Reconfigure the logo or add embellishments like drop
shadows and other unnecessary and terrible things.
• Outline the logo.
• Place the logo on backgrounds without
sufficient contrast.
• Size the logo so small that it is not readible.
• Manipulate or alter the logo in any other way.
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LOGO EXTENSIONS
CLEAR SPACE
The Canvas Network and Canvas Catalog logos
should always have breathing room. Use the height of
the logo mark to determine space required around it.

ONE COLOR LOGO
As with the general Canvas logo sometime there is a
need for a one color logo. Be sure to follow the same
guidelines outlined for the Canvas logo.
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LOGO CARE
The same care should be taken for these logo
extensions as with the general Canvas logo.

The following urls provide a direct link to each
set of logo files.
www.canvaslms.com/downloads/canvas_network_logos.zip
www.canvaslms.com/downloads/canvas_catalog_logos.zip
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PARTNERED LOGO
PARTNERED LOGOS
Canvas is often displayed with other companies’
logos for integrations, partnerships, and clients.
When our logo is “partnered,” consider the
orientation of the partner’s logo and choose the
corresponding Canvas logo. Visually, the logos
should be weighted equally and be separated by
a thin, ruled line with sufficient clear space around
each logo unless style guides of our partner logos
suggest otherwise.
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HERE
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COLOR
CANVAS PALETTE

Red

Blue

Yellow

PMS 179
C4 M91 Y91 K0
R229 G60 B46
#E53C2E

PMS 305
C57 M0 Y6 K0
R87 G200 B231
#57C8E7

PMS 395
C11 M0 Y98 K0
R236 G232 B19
#ECE813

The Canvas palette is made up of three primary hues
that are complemented by two secondary grays.

Grays

80% BLACK
C0 M0 Y0 K80
R88 G88 B91
#58585B
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40% BLACK
C0 M0 Y0 K40
R167 G169 B171
#A7A9AB
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BOILERPLATE COPY
BOILERPLATE
The boilerplate is ready-to-use copy in a variety of lengths that
express the message of our brand. It's been through a rigorous
gauntlet of approvals to ensure it talks about the brand precisely
how we want it to, so please don't alter it. Click the links below for
Canvas and Canvas Network boilerplate copy.
www.canvaslms.com/canvas_boilerplates
www.canvaslms.com/canvasnetwork_boilerplates
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TYPEFACE & TYPE USAGE
PROXIMA NOVA
Proxima Nova should be used as the default
font for body copy and other large sections of
text. A variety of weights are available and in
most cases significant differentiation should be
applied between headlines and body copy.
Body copy should be left aligned in most cases
for readability.

WEB/STANDARD: ARIAL
When the Proxima Nova family is unavailable,
or impractical, Arial is our recommended
substitute. As a sans serif font, it provides an
accessible alternative. This typeface will be
primarily for Web and client usage.
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abcdefghijkl
MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 !@#$”%^&?<([{*}])

abcdefghijkl
MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 !@#$”%^&?<([{*}])
abcdefghijkl
MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 !@#$”%^&?<([{*}])

THIS IS A TYPICAL HEADLINE
This is body copy. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, euismod euripidis delicatissimi cu nec,
vocent tincidunt per te. An sed porro iriure efficiantur, ei labore suscipit vulputate duo.
Ad sea malis voluptaria disputando. Ad feugiat ullamcorper mea.
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IMAGERY
PHOTOGRAPHY
At Instructure, we understand that good software
gets out of the way and we try to do the same with
our photography. Whenever possible, show real
users, whose lives (and the lives of their students)
have been positively affected by their introduction to
Canvas. Thoughtful lighting and careful composition
should be used to evoke optimism, subtle beauty
and, above all, humanity.
We also show the technological side when
appropriate, but try—in all instances—to avoid
generic person-with-technology shots. When taking
photographs that don't involve people, attention
should be paid to composition and perspectives that
are unconventional or dramatic. Instructure looks at
education differently than our competitors; our
photography should reflect that.

STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY
It's not always possible to shoot original photography,
but even Canvas stock images should capture the
same look of optimism and beauty. Pay attention to
lighting and composition and try to avoid images that
appear posed or cliche. The less stock-y the better.
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